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United States of America
Network TV 
 
The books closed on the fourth quarter of the 2018/19 
season with the broadcast networks continuing to face steep 
audience erosion. Collectively, the five-network average 
A18-49 audience was down 17% versus Q4 2017, landing at a 
0.88 average. While younger adults fueled the drop in 
audience, the networks did not escape a fall in older viewers 
as well. The primetime average rating among A18-34 
plummeted 22%, while the overall A35+ average rating 
tumbled 7%. The networks will now look to their midseason 
roster to see if they have any programming that can at least 
stabilize the ratings. Ideally, each would like to deliver a 
promising show that can lift its audience and show 
advertisers it had momentum heading into the upfront 
season. 
 
It has been a terrible start to the season for ABC, as the 
network is facing audience declines. Its average prime time 
A18-34 rating for Q4 was down 26% compared to a year 
ago, while A18-49 declined 21% and W18-49 and A25-54 both 
dropped 19%. Six of seven nights have suffered audience 
erosion, the most severe coming on Monday. 
 
The only night to deliver some positive news for ABC has 
been Tuesday, thanks to the shows that bookend the night. 
At 8:00pm, The Conners improved the time period over The 
Middle from last year. Its average A18-49 C3 rating was 19% 
better than last year, while its A25-54 rating of 2.31 marked a 
26% improvement. At 10:00pm, The Rookie has been a solid 
replacement for last season’s Kevin Saves The World. The 
Rookie improved the time period’s A18-49 rating by 27%, and 
its W25-54 rating escalated 23%. Despite the fact that these 
two shows helped ABC’s overall Tuesday improve 3% with 
A25-54, +4% with W25-54 and +22% with A35+, the night’s 
A18-49 rating was flat to a year ago, while its W18-49 rating 
was down 1%. 
 
ABC’s remaining prime time schedule is hampered by 
returning shows that have continued to erode and new 
shows that have not made an impact. Regarding the 
returning shows that are down this year, nothing tells the 
story better than Monday night. Dancing With The Stars 
pulled in a W18-49 rating which was 28% below last year and 
suffered a 27% drop in its W25-54 rating. Surprisingly, The 
Good Doctor struggled in its sophomore season. After a 
strong debut last year, the 10pm drama was down a 
staggering 37% with both adults and women 25-54. 
 
ABC will look to pick up a bit this quarter versus what they 
have posted thus far this season due to the return of The 
Bachelor (Mondays) and the recent return of American Idol. 
While ratings may tick up, the rating decline ABC is facing 
versus a year ago likely will not improve, as both shows were 
on in 2017/18 as well, and likely will have some erosion this 
year. While The Bachelor and American Idol will help, 
Tuesday will take a hit because the season finale of The 
Conners aired on January 22, and its replacement, American 
Housewife, will not generate the same audience levels. 

 
New programmes will try to lift ABC, starting with Schooled, 
a The Goldbergs spin-off that premiered on January 9. In 
February, Whiskey Cavalier slid in on Wednesday, taking over 
for Match Game, which had been keeping the time period 
warm. In April, the new sitcom Bless This Mess premieres, 
taking over for Splitting Up Together. 
 
While CBS’ rating declines in Q4 were not as steep as ABC, 
the network faced double-digit declines for every major key 
buying demographic, with the exception of ‘only’ a 7% fall 
with A35+ and A50+. CBS has always preached stability in its 
schedule, but this year stability has come in the form of 
every night of the week being down equally. This 
contributed to an overall prime time A25-54 rating decline of 
12%. In addition to that, CBS was down with demos that it 
typically relies on, like W25-54 (-11%), M25-54 (-14%), and 
A35-64 (-10%). 
 
One would think wholesale changes were in order for a 
network that had double-digit rating declines on every night 
of the week except encore-laden Saturday. For CBS, 
however, significant changes are tough to make. CBS has 
eight of the top 20 shows in prime time among A25-54, 
including the most-watched show with this demographic, 
The Big Bang Theory. CBS’s list of eight are more than any 
other network; NBC has five of the top 20, Fox has four, and 
ABC owns three. Furthermore, despite having an audience 
with the highest median age (62.1), CBS also has the most 
shows ranked in the top 20 among A18-49. With six, CBS has 
one more than NBC and Fox, and two more than ABC. 
 
For the remainder of the season, CBS will forge ahead with 
its plan as announced during its upfront presentation last 
May, with very few surprises announced as of yet. Thursday’s 
Murphy Brown was originally scheduled for a limited run, 
and Fam has already replaced it (January 10). The same holds 
true for the return of Man With a Plan (replacing Happy 
Together on Monday) and the new series The Code, which 
will settle in for Magnum P.I. on Monday after it premieres on 
a Tuesday (April 9). CBS will try a new scheduling tactic with 
its midseason drama Red Line. The show will premiere on 
April 28, after the season wrap of God Friended Me, and run 
in two-hour installments for four weeks (eight total episodes 
of Red Line). 
 
Three additional shows not mentioned last year are planned 
for midseason as well. Most recently, CBS has tried to get 
into the competition reality arena with World’s Best (think 
America’s Got Talent, but contestants are not limited to the 
United States). This new show, hosted by James Corden, 
received a post-Super Bowl launch, but despite that, it has 
not attracted a sizable audience. CBS will keep the reality 
effort moving on March 27, when Tim Tebow’s and LeBron 
James’ Million Dollar Mile takes over on Wednesdays at 
9:00pm. 
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While many wondered if CW would ever expand its line-up 
from five to six nights, the concern the network had was that 
it was likely an additional night would produce a low rating 
as it worked to build awareness, and therefore it would 
lower CW’s overall average rating once it was factored in. 
CW claimed to be waiting for the right time and the right 
programmes to pull the trigger. Last May, they decided the 
time was right and introduced Sunday as their sixth prime 
time night. 
 
After the opening quarter of the 2018/19 season, CW’s 
Sunday night is its second-highest rated night behind 
Wednesday among A18-34. Among A18-49 viewers, Sunday 
trails only Tuesday night. Its scheduling of younger female-
driven programming is great counter-programming to NBC’s 
football, CBS’ older-skewing dramas and ABC’s family-centric 
choices. While its A18-34 average C3 rating of 0.28 on 
Sunday was the lowest of the five networks, the night 
actually has helped CW. 
 
If the fourth quarter was any indication, however, CW needs 
the help. While executives of the CW are quick to ask buyers 
not to evaluate them on their linear results alone, the fact 
remains that linear content is what drives viewership to the 
other platforms that younger audiences are using more 
frequently. CW’s average prime time A18-34 rating tumbled 
28% from where it was a year ago, a little more with M18-34 
(-31%) versus W18-34 (-27%). When compared to Q4 2017, 
every returning night of the week had double-digit rating 
declines, including a 34% M18-34 freefall on Tuesday and a 
38% drop on Thursday. 
 
Like its broadcast network competitors, CW is facing a similar 
issue in which the performance of its newer programming is 
not helping erase the viewer fatigue that its veteran shows 
are facing. To compound the problem, some of CW’s 
biggest falls have come from the superhero programming 
that has provided the network so much consistency in recent 
years. The biggest fall has come with DC’s Legends of 
Tomorrow, which had its A18-34 rating tumble 49% versus 
this time last year and its M18-34 rating plummet 54%. In 
addition to DC’s Legends of Tomorrow, Supergirl (-31%), Flash 
(-29%), and Arrow (-15%) were all down among A18-34 
viewers. 
 
If CW is going to pick up momentum for the remainder of 
the season, it will need a strong performance from another 
reboot, Roswell, New Mexico, which premiered in January. 
CW will also hope that Jane the Virgin, returning in 
midseason, will provide a boost as well, especially given the 
hype that will surround it in its final season. 
 
Other midseason shows include the return of iZombie and 
The 100, and while each show has had a loyal following, 
neither is expected to increase the audience it had a year 
ago. CW’s big midseason swing will come on Thursday 
when In the Dark replaces Legacies on April 4. Whenever 

CW launches a show that does not have a superhero as the 
central character, or is not classified as a sudsy soap drama, a 
lot of attention is paid to see if the network will be able to 
expand beyond its recent programme genre comfort zone. 
The upcoming drama, In the Dark, will be CW’s latest 
attempt. 
 
Fox began building a little momentum during the midseason 
of last year, which it rode into the start of the 2018/19 
campaign. As a result, Fox was the only network to post 
rating increases in Q4, doing so mainly with females and 
older viewers. While Fox’s average prime time A18-49 C3 
rating in Q4 was down 6% versus Q4 2017, and its A25-54 
average rating dipped 2%, its A35-54 rating improved 3%. 
Fox posted an increase of 7% with A35-64 and jumped 20% 
with A50+. Fox’s W18-49 (1.15) and W25-49 (1.25) ratings 
remained at their Q4 2017 levels, and ratings were up for 
W25-54 (+5%), W35-54 (+11%), W35-64 (+15%), and W35+ 
(+22%). Two nights helped drive these rating increases, as last 
year’s popular midseason shows provided a benefit on 
Monday, and programming changes aided Friday. 
 
On Friday, the former ABC sitcom Last Man Standing has 
made a world of difference. It is rare that a programme on 
Friday over-delivers against the network’s prime time 
average, but Last Man Standing’s 1.44 A18-49 average rating 
for the quarter is nearly 50% higher than Fox’s average prime 
time rating. Despite its total audience having a median age of 
57, Last Man Standing is prime time’s 16th most-watched 
show among A18-49 and ranks 15th with A25-54 (out of 140 
regularly scheduled non-sports prime time programmes). 
Last Man Standing has made a solid foundation for the 
sitcom that follows it at 8:30pm, The Cool Kids. Because 
critics brushed it aside when it was announced, The Cool 
Kids is likely the biggest surprise of the early season. While its 
1.09 A18-49 rating ranks 34th among all prime time shows, the 
Friday show outperforms many other sitcoms, including 
American Housewife, Will & Grace, Black-ish, Good Place and 
Murphy Brown. At 9:00pm, Hell’s Kitchen is pulling the exact 
same ratings as it did at 8:00pm last year, which puts its 
audience about 77% larger than what The Exorcist delivered 
last year in the time period. These shows have made Fox the 
most-watched network among A18-34 on Friday night. The 
34% increase in Fox’s Friday A18-34 average rating has put it 
at 0.64, just enough to inch past NBC (0.63) and topping ABC 
by 21%. 
 
Fox’s slight boost with females in Q4 is due to its Monday 
night, where 911 and The Resident have inflated the night’s 
W18-34 rating 24% higher than last year and boosted its 
W18-49 rating by 39%. While the two Monday dramas have 
resonated with women, the night was down 13% with 
M18-49. 
 
Given that Fox’s midseason provided a ratings increase in Q1 
2017, it will need another boost this season to avoid posting 
negative year-over-year comparisons. Fox will turn to reality 
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to help accomplish this. Thus far, it is off to an outstanding 
start as the gimmicky The Masked Singer has emerged as 
Q1’s top-rated show in all of prime time. The Wednesday 
show has outpaced its closest competitor by 11% with A18-49. 
In addition to The Masked Singer, Fox will feature an 
all-reality Tuesday night. Masterchef Junior returned and on 
February 26 Mental Samurai premiered. The new show, 
billed as the first-ever obstacle course for the mind, is 
produced and hosted by Rob Lowe. 
 
It is not uncommon for one or two shows to dictate the 
direction of a network’s entire daypart, and that is the case 
this season with NBC’s prime time. This Is Us and Will & 
Grace, NBC’s top two shows from Q4 2017, were down 
significantly, and NBC’s overall prime time has taken a hit. 
NBC’s A18-49 prime time average rating of 1.08 represents a 
15% drop versus last year, while its 1.26 with A25-54 marks a 
13% decline. NBC’s drop in female ratings are similar to the 
fall in adult ratings, down 14% with W18-49 and down 13% 
with W25-54. 
 
In its third year, This Is Us remains a prime time powerhouse. 
It is TV’s most-watched show among A18-49, W18-49, A25-49, 
W25-49, W25-54, and is second with A25-54 (behind The Big 
Bang Theory). The drama is a big reason why NBC sits atop 
the ratings heap among all prime time competitors. It also is 
contributing to the network’s overall drop in viewership. The 
Q4 2018 A18-49 C3 rating for This Is Us was down 19% versus 
where it was a year ago, while its W18-49 rating fell 20% and 
its A25-54 rating dropped 17%. After the season three 
premiere A18-49 rating of 3.24 (September 25), audiences 
dipped every week, landing at a 2.24 on November 20 
before inching up to a 2.33 for its winter finale on November 
27. 
 
This Is Us does not stand alone, however, when it comes to 
year-over-year ratings loss. Thursday night has been a 
struggle for NBC, led by a disappointing second year for 
rebooted Will & Grace. After splashing on the scene a year 
ago, the Thursday comedy lost a significant chunk of its 
audience, including a 56% decline with both A18-49 and 
W18-49. 
 
Despite the decline of NBC’s most popular shows, it finished 
Q4 as the most-watched network in prime time. This is 
because NBC had prime time’s two highest-rated new 
programmes of the quarter in Manifest and New Amsterdam. 
Manifest was a huge upgrade on Monday, replacing last 
year’s Brave at 10:00pm. Manifest pulled in a 1.95 A18-49 
rating, which was 70% better than Brave provided last year, 
and its 2.42 with W18-49 represented an 88% improvement. 
There is cause for concern regarding Manifest, however. 
While it started strong, it has not maintained that opening 
audience. Manifest launched with a 2.76 A18-49 rating on 
September 24, but its rating declined every week since. The 
first three episodes of Manifest averaged a 2.37 A18-49 C3 
rating, but the final three episodes only pulled in a 1.56. New 

Amsterdam greatly improved NBC’s 10pm-11pm Tuesday time 
slot. The medical drama posted A18-49 and A25-54 ratings 
that were 37% better than what Law & Order: True Crimes 
and Chicago Med averaged last year. Among W25-54, New 
Amsterdam improved the time period 39%. 
 
NBC will use a mix of old and new programming in 
midseason as it looks to finish on top for the 2018/19 prime 
time season. Some highlights include a January launch of 
America’s Got Talent Champions, which aired until February 
18 when it and Manifest have their season finales. Also, The 
Blacklist has made its midseason return. February also 
brought the next cycle of The Voice, followed by the 
premiere of The Enemy Within (February 25), Ellen’s Game of 
Games (February 26) and the network debut of Brooklyn 
Nine-Nine. 
 

Cable TV 
 
The 2018/19 season picked up where 2017/18 left off, with a 
double-digit decline in A18-34 total C3 cable ratings. 
Collectively, Q4 2018 total prime time rating points for the 84 
cable entertainment networks (excluding kids and sports) 
were down 17% versus Q4 2017. 
 
Seventeen of the top 20 networks posted declines, as only 
MTV (#4; +4%), A&E (#10; +4%),  and TLC (#16; +6%) had 
higher average prime time audiences than a year ago. 
 
While the decline was not as steep for A18-49, 59 of the 84 
measured networks that have year-over-year comparisons 
experienced A18-49 audience declines versus last year. That 
resulted in an A18-49 overall cable prime audience decline of 
10%. (A18-49 total impressions were down 9% in Q3 2018). 
 
Of the 20 networks that generated the biggest percentage 
increases versus a year ago, 15 of them had average prime 
time impressions under 100,000. The five networks that grew 
with A18-49 audiences greater than that were MTV (+14%), 
Travel (+11%), TLC (+10%), WeTV (+7%), and Ion (+7%). 
 
Cable’s W18-49 total audience was down 9% in Q4, as only 
28 of the 84 networks delivered increases over last year. The 
top 10 W18-49 networks averaged a 6% decline, with the 
largest being Freeform, which sank 27%. 
 
Despite an 18% drop in TBS’s prime time A25-54 audience, it 
remained cable’s most watched network in Q4 among this 
demo. The most-watched regularly scheduled programme 
on TBS was The Big Bang Theory, where its 306 prime time 
telecasts delivered a 0.53 average rating. 
 
TBS was one of 60 networks that suffered an A25-54 
audience decline, as cable’s total A25-54 audience was 
down 8% in Q4. Destination America incurred the biggest 
percentage drop (-59%), but the networks with the biggest 
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actual declines of average impressions were Freeform 
(-136,000), Discovery (-125,000), TBS (-115,000) and History 
(-67,000). 
 
In Q4 2018, the AMC family of networks was the lone group 
to post an overall audience increase, as its A18-49 total 
average impressions grew 3% over last year. Most of this was 
due to AMC’s emergence as a holiday programming 
destination, with the launch of its Best Christmas Ever 
campaign that delivered holiday-themed programming to 
audiences all throughout December. 
 
Turner’s group of networks posted the steepest decline in 
Q4. Given the drop in viewership among younger 
audiences, and the fact that Turner’s roster of networks 
includes the young-skewing Adult Swim, TBS and TruTV, the 
network group posted an overall A1849 decline of 19% 
versus a year ago. 
 
The young audience decline is amplified much more when 
looking at audiences or cable’s kids networks. Collectively, 
the kids networks had its overall K2-11 total audience drop 
26%, while K6-11 total impressions fell 31%. Nickelodeon, 
despite a 24% fall, remained the leader of the pack, 
outdistancing Cartoon Network by a whopping 146% with 
K2-11. It actually widened its lead because Cartoon Network’s 
K2-11 audience fell 38%. 
 

Syndicated TV 
 
It’s status quo as far as what is working for syndication this 
season. A mix of off-net sitcoms and game shows remain the 
most desirable programming. Nine of the top 10 shows this 
year are a mixture of these two genres. A fall in audiences 
for The Big Bang Theory has resulted in its 1.65 average A1849 
rating to equal that of Family Feud, as the shows will look to 
battle it out for syndication supremacy. The one top 10 show 
that is not a sitcom or game show is Judge Judy. The court 
show ranks third overall, with an A18-49 rating 220% better 
than the second most-watched court show. 
 
Among total men (M18+), Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy 
are the top two choices, as long-standing game shows still 
attract an audience. Judge Judy leaps those two shows 
among overall female syndication viewers, with Dr. Phil 
claiming the crown as top talk show. 
 
With sitcoms one of the most popular genres in this space, 
we will keep an eye on broadcast sitcoms, as their success, 
or lack thereof, will determine the health of the programming 
pipeline to syndication. 
 

Spot TV 
 
There are exciting, innovative and unexpected inventory 
channels that will transform the landscape of the US local 
marketplace - the way we plan, measure and invest local 
spend. To prepare for these changes, Zenith is collaborating 
with media sellers and technology partners, while 
positioning our investment and client teams to prepare for 
these advantageous opportunities for our clients. 
 
Zenith is at the forefront of local TV automation buying, 
pushing the cross-platform and cross-functional solutions to 
be a viable inventory source. We are driving this innovation 
to ensure our clients have access to these inventory 
channels at the ground floor. We believe that 2019 will be a 
year of exciting changes in the local investment landscape. 

Digital 
 
Marketers continue to see digital advertising as a key means 
to pursuing incremental audiences in new contexts with 
the ability to better segment and appropriately message 
consumers throughout the purchase funnel (or decision 
journey) using data. 
 
Some dissenting opinions are calling into question the 
proportional scale of so-called ‘non-working’ costs necessary 
to source and apply said data. Digital was once thought of as 
a more price-efficient vehicle than offline media, which, on a 
pure CPM basis, depending on the costs of data, technology 
and other factors, may no longer be true. Core here is to 
consider the effective CPM, accounting for waste prevention 
and focus KPIs on delivery of more accurate business 
outcomes versus sole (dated) CPM price. 
 
The promise of digital hinges upon accurate measurement 
and analytics capability. Digital investment needs to be 
supported by the right framework to measure results – 
specifically, consistent business impact such as incremental 
revenue versus other channels where dollars can go. 
This closed loop process is discussed often but most 
marketers are still in early stages of connecting all of the 
signals necessary to be able to draw consistent, accurate 
conclusions. We are seeing increased adoption of Digital 
Management Platforms (DMPs) across the board, among 
the useful tools to enable better measurement and digital 
utilization. 
 
The implementation of GDPR in the EU has wide, 
sweeping implications for all of digital. Of particular note 
is how Google and Facebook have responded to the 
phenomenon, universally clamping down on how they 
handle and administer data. From a liability perspective, 
both firms have created policy that shifts accountability 
to advertisers and publishers, while at the same time, 
becoming more opaque and sharing even less of their own 
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data to effectively measure performance. In the instance of 
Google, the deprecation of Doubleclick IDs could have a 
lasting impact on the ability of marketers to apply advanced 
analytics, understand attribution and provide a universal view 
on activity. 
 

Display 
 
Zenith forecasts that display advertising will increase 10% 
in 2019 and around 7% annually over the next two years. 
Continued advertiser focus on programmatic is fuelling 
growth by dollar-volume. Reduced velocity comes from 
several factors: a) the aforementioned data/tech costs 
versus working media and budgets as well as b) new 
developments within the exchange environment. 
 
The advent of first price auctions across SSPs/exchanges 
presents an inflationary risk to CPMs and overall bidding 
strategy. That the auction protocol is not consistently 
transparent increases concerns over volume spend 
in programmatic. Clearing prices will be higher than 
anticipated. As agencies and clients sort through this area, 
more clear guardrails will be established. 
 
Private marketplaces continue to represent a preferred 
environment for upper funnel programmatic execution. 
These provide access to premium inventory within safety 
constraints, while also allowing for data utilisation and the 
ability to bid/pass on impressions. 
 
Within PMPs and across digital generally, quality and 
transparency remain consistent concerns for advertisers. 
Fraudulent impressions and/or ads placed in inappropriate 
contexts are high-level watch-outs for all marketing 
organizations and have resulted in sizable shifts of digital 
strategy driven from CMOs down. 
 

Desktop & mobile video 
 
Zenith expects digital video spending to increase on 
average by 21% annually to 2021. With strong inflation in the 
linear TV upfront amid declining ratings, advertisers are 
looking to digital video more aggressively. 
 
Online video remains in high demand, with interest in quality 
environments leading conversations. Long tail, lower quality 
contexts have come under increased scrutiny, with demands 
for TV-like programming for TV-like dollars. We have seen 
fluid media planning between linear and video GRPs with 
shifts occurring in those areas where delivery and efficiency 
can be maximized. 
 

Social media

Social media advertising is expected to have increased 30% 
in 2018, with growth slowing to 19% in 2019. Social media, a 
catch-all for publishers such as Facebook/Instagram, Twitter, 
Snapchat and Pinterest, continue to attract growing interest 
from advertisers. In all instances, these ‘social’ players are 
becoming standard cornerstones of digital and should not 
be viewed as a distinct cohort. 
 
Facebook/Instagram is leading the growth effort, 
commanding a high share of net new dollars flowing into 
the digital channel. 
 
Social publishers see linear TV spend as the most meaningful 
opportunity for big advertiser share-shift. Twitter continues to 
roll out programming that seeks to garner OLV dollars with 
over a dozen co-development partnerships with video 
specialists, sports leagues and production studios. The 
largest player, Facebook, is initiating longer form video 
programming (Watch) and selling mid-roll units that can be 
more like the :15 spots you’ll see in non-social advertising 
contexts. 
 

Search 
 
Zenith expects paid search to grow steadily (by 10% on 
average) for the next three years. We attribute this growth to 
a) increased investment in artificial intelligence-powered 
search marketing, b) new opportunities to engage searchers 
in-the-moment (e.g. on mobile devices, and in store aisles), 
c) the expansion of voice search driven by in-home digital 
assistants, d) search engines continuing to improve the 
monetisation of paid search results, and e) commerce 
marketplaces retaining search budgets that may shift from 
traditional paid search engines such as Google and Bing to 
Amazon. 
 
Google’s 2018 Marketing Live event showcased the reach 
and power of its full marketing stack. The recent move to 
rebrand DoubleClick products as Google Marketing Platform 
and Google Ad Manager is more than a product 
simplification play – it indicates closer integration of the data 
and marketing tools spanning Google’s entire stack. Google 
is investing heavily in AI to connect the massive amount of 
search, location, and buying data across their systems into 
new optimized product offerings. The company’s focus 
upon integrating its entire product stack and breadth of its 
customer base with AI will benefit markets with more 
relevant and accurate targeting strategies. Google’s AI is 
powering products such as custom-in-market audiences for 
search, predictive life-event targeting, automated ad copy 
testing, and expanded Data Driven Attribution capabilities, 
which leverage its new Cloud Tensor Processing Units. 
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Customers expect mobile search to provide relevant and 
near real-time information about their location, and 
searchers’ demand for immediacy is demonstrated by the 
success of Google's Accelerated Mobile Pages, or AMP, 
where quicker load times result in longer content 
engagement. Google's extension of AMP into advertising via 
AMP-powered ads ought to lead to more effective ads in 
mobile. In March, the company announced new 
improvements to store measurement via a) improved 
location accuracy powered by machine learning, b) 
improved business listing accuracy in Google Maps, c) 
improved store inventory data applied directly to search 
results, and d) store visit verification via Google Surveys and 
in-store beacon technology. All these improvements are 
means to continue linking search marketing and offline 
impact, and in parallel Google is improving monetisation 
through new Google Maps ad units to supplement in-map 
search. 
 
Voice search adoption is continuing to grow and influence 
search behaviour. Currently led by Amazon’s Alexa, but also 
seen in Google Home, Microsoft Kinect, Apple's HomePod, 
and Samsung’s Bixby, new integrations of voice search into 
products and vehicles continue to expand. Amazon is 
projected to sell 10 million Alexa devices this year alone, 
further solidifying their dominant lead of 70% over Google 
Assistant and the rest of the voice device market (eMarketer, 
April 2017). As more voice-enabled devices make their way 
into homes, products, and vehicles, the barrier of entry for 
adopting voice search will decrease. With more active voice-
enabled devices out in the wild, voice recognition will also 
continue to improve, further increasing consumer satisfaction 
and adoption rates. While voice search adoption will 
increase, voice-search advertising is still shaky ground for 
advertisers. Amazon and Google have opted to prioritise the 
consumer experience over monetisation in an effort to 
further boost voice adoption. Currently it is unclear what 
new opportunities for voice-search advertising will begin to 
take shape as home digital assistants and voice-enabled 
vehicles evolve. What is currently certain is that the 
proliferation of voice will not steal market share from search, 
being simply another version of it. 
 
Within core search engine results, the engines have 
continued to refine and test new iterations of the search 
results page. Expanded text ads are now standard on 
Google, allowing for additional lines of copy within paid 
search ads. Retargeting lists for search and customer match 
allow for personalised search ads based on prior customer 
interactions with advertisers with increasingly sophisticated 
integrations with advertisers’ CRM systems, and these 
services will evolve into allowing look-a-like targeting for 
similar audiences, already available within Gmail ads and 
YouTube, and create additional scale and impact from 
personalisation. 
 

Ever since the rise of Amazon’s self-service search platform in 
2015, a collection of retail, CPG, OEM, and manufacturer 
brands have increasingly shifted search dollars to the 
platform as they embrace a newfound ability to sell direct to 
consumers online. This shift has proved profitable for most 
brands, albeit usually coming at a cost to traditional search 
engine dollars as the funds required for commerce search 
come from Google and Bing investment, rather than 
shopper marketing budgets. The majority of these brands 
are still determining a level of evergreen investment, and 
plan to continue shifting dollars fluidly to and from Amazon, 
Google, and Bing to do so. As long as Amazon retains a 
walled-garden approach to limiting audience data inclusion, 
extraction, and targeting on their search platform AMS 
(Amazon Marketing Services), Zenith forecasts commerce 
search investment will remain consistent with overall paid 
search investment. 
 

Radio 
 
Local audio has been going through its own reinvention for 
some time. The conversion is foundational, with new 
business models forming around new audience behaviours, 
supported by technological advances. We are also 
reinventing our investment teams to be nimble and 
equipped with the latest in tools and strategies to maximize 
our leverage with precision targeting and efficiency. 
 
In February last year, CBS Corp. unveiled plans to merge its 
radio division with Philadelphia-based Entercom 
Communications. The new company has become the 
nation’s second-largest radio firm, behind iHeartMedia Inc. 
Entercom also acquired CBS Sports Radio Network, gaining 
300 affiliated radio stations. FCC ownership limits will require 
station sell-offs in LA, Boston, Sacramento, San Diego, San 
Francisco and Seattle, to be determined at a later date. 
 
Radio forecasts remain flat year on year. Although advertisers 
are returning to audio, the additional inventory streams 
should offset rate increases normally seen with increased 
demand. 
 
Radio price forecasts remain flat, year over year. Although 
advertisers are returning to audio, the additional inventory 
streams should offset rate increases normally seen with 
increased demand. 
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Consumer magazines 
 
While the industry anticipated a flattening in print revenue 
losses, 2018 reflected continued challenges. Consumers’ 
interest in magazine content remains relatively consistent, 
with a nominal growth rate of 0.6% in the total 2018 audience 
(according to the Magazine Media 360 Brand Audience 
Report.) This growth continues to be driven by audience 
increases in video (+21%) and mobile (+10.8), with these 
platforms now representing 41% of total brand audience for 
publishers. Magazine audiences (print and digital editions) 
were down 4.9% in 2018 and now represent only half of the 
total brand audience (49%). 
 
The ongoing shift in ad dollars to mobile and video 
continues to impact Zenith’s print forecasts, which reflect 
ongoing decreases in print ad spend across the board. 
 
Overall circulation fell in 2018. Single copy sales continued to 
decline (-17%) year on year but these represented only 4% of 
total circulation. Subscription sales were also down slightly 
over the year. 
 
Digital growth has been the focus of the larger publishers 
and, despite initial success in digital revenue growth, it is not 
significant enough to offset the continued losses seen in the 
print space. Video is the area of largest growth opportunity 
and most publishers are pursuing it accordingly. 
 
In 2018, there were 191 new magazine launches (mostly 
newsstand, all with frequency), outpacing 2017 by almost 
40%. 
 
Restructuring of the publishing landscape continues. Hearst’s 
appointment of Troy Young as the President of Hearst Media 
reflects a desire to continue to evolve their digital offerings. 
Hearst launched their Data Studio in 2018, and they continue 
to grow their digital footprint with a 41% increase in social 
following significant growth in UV across Heart Digital Media 
properties. 
 
2018 marked the full and final acquisition of Time Inc. 
properties by Meredith Corporation – giving it a suite of 42 
iconic brands. With an eye on its core strength of scale 
marketing to women, it maintained overall audience reach 
and renewed its efforts to maximize digital scale. Meredith 
Corporation continues to grow its offerings in digital and 
video, but mobile content, AR/VR, shopper marketing and 
OTT opportunities are at the forefront. 
 
Condé Nast underwent a dramatic 2018, with significant 
changes in executive management and departures of key 
executives. It also announced the sale of tertiary titles, and 
continued folding core beauty/fashion publications 
(Glamour). Condé Nast is focused on the Next Gen 
approach to data and content – using its influence to drive 
consumer interest. 
 

Given continued volatility in the space, Zenith projects 
consumer magazines revenue will continue to decline at a 
rate of 7.5% annually over the next three years. 
 

Business publications 
 
We anticipate continued revenue loss over the next several 
years. B2B publishers continue to shift attention to event and 
digital interactions furthering the belief that print will continue 
to decline in this space. 
 
Zenith projects a 12% year on  year decline in 2019, followed 
by 10% declines in both 2020 and 2021. 
 

Newspapers 
 
Zenith expects decreases in newspaper ad spend of 8% in 
2019 and 7% in both 2020 and 2021. 
 
To combat declines in both circulation and advertising 
revenue, newspapers are making the move to market 
content across platforms, aiming to grow the newspaper 
audience, drive up revenue, and streamline operations. 
Publishers are looking to video advertising and native 
advertising to help close the gap and prompt revenue 
growth. In a bid to close this gap and boost revenue, 
newspapers are incorporating digital subscription packages, 
premium pricing of seven-day subscriptions, and strategic 
discounts into the revenue strategy. 
 
Audience and circulation divisions are driving efficiencies 
and increasing the profitability of traditional newspaper 
circulation through improvements in operational efficiency, 
revenues per subscriber, and selective pricing. Despite the 
decline in circulation, sales revenue increased due to digital 
paywalls and increased newspaper cover prices. However, 
the outlook for both the newspaper industry in general and 
sales revenue in particular is challenging, with the booming 
digital revenue only just offsetting the losses in print. 
 
As the population continues to age and millennials find 
alternative news sources (Twitter, Reddit, etc.), newspapers 
will continue to show these large declines. 
 

Cinema 
 
Zenith expects 4%-5% annual increases between 2018 and 
2021. 
 
Screenvision’s recent push to connect the movie-goer has 
been the largest trend in the cinema space. With the use of 
many mobile apps like Shazam, Timeplay, and EdisonX, the 
cinema company is looking to connect moviegoers before, 
during and after the show. 
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Out-of-home

OOH media continues to be positively affected by the 
booming digital sector. The digitization of OOH is very much 
happening, and has helped to increase the desire and ability 
to advertise outdoors. Growth of OOH inventory is being 
sustained by broader creative and interactive capabilities. 
 
Aside from the number of digital OOH screens increasing, 
many digital trends are expected to be added to the 
marketplace over the next few years. Clear Channel 
Outdoor recently announced the ability to buy digital OOH 
programmatically. The vendor’s programmatic inventory 
currently includes 25% of the digital inventory in 25 DMAs 
and this is only expected to grow. Over the next few 
years, many more OOH vendors will offer programmatic 
opportunities. Another big trend expected to come this 
year is the use of smart technology. The ability to use facial 
recognition, internet-connected screens and external data-
feeds is happening as marketers are looking for new and 
interesting ways to reach the consumer and collect data. 
Marketers are also looking to vendors to offer new, data-
centric technology to measure and collect data about their 
audiences, ads, and ad content. This will allow the industry 
to make advances as measurement becomes increasingly 
important to prove OOH advertising ROI in the future. 
 

Direct mail 
 
Looking at macro trends for marketing mail volume and 
revenue, political activity has appeared to more than 
off-set declines experienced across other marketing mail 
advertisers. As a result of political activity, we increased 
growth projections for 2018 based on actual performance 
and have updated our projections for 2020. 
 

Based on the most recent USPS form 10-Q, 2018 marketing 
mail was up 2.2% versus calendar 2017, which is higher 
than our previously estimated 1.0% increase. This increase 
was driven by an estimated US$296 million revenue from 
a 1.6 billion quantity of political marketing mail, which was 
on par with the heaviest quarters of the 2016 Presidential 
Election. This large volume was due to the number of highly 
contested Senate and House seats during the Mid-Term 
Elections. Direct mail continues to remain an effective 
channel to influence voters. 
 
For 2019, we are maintaining our original 2.5% decrease, 
based on estimated 2018 marketing mail with political 
marketing mail activity removed. In non-political years, the 
impact of the migration of marketing mail dollars to more 
cost efficient and targeted digital tactics will continue to be 
observed. 
 
We are revising our 2020 projection to a 2.5% increase versus 
our previous -1.0% estimate. This is based on the aggressive 
use of political marketing mail in 2018, and the anticipated 
political environment during the 2020 Presidential Election. 
 

Summary 
 
Despite some persistent uncertainty in the marketplace, 
advertising spend is forecast to increase 5.7% in 2019, 4.9% in 
2020 and 5.4% in 2021. Digital, particularly mobile, continues 
to take dollars away from print media as consumers 
use mobile apps and other outlets to consume content 
digitally. Digital consumption has also driven overall video 
consumption up, even while linear television viewing 
continues to decline.
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Advertising Expenditure in US$ million at current prices
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Newspapers 49,948 43,954 32,966 29,669 27,147 24,975 22,977 21,369 19,873 18,283 16,638 15,140 13,929 12,954 12,047

Magazines

Consumer magazines 20,112 18,503 14,617 15,056 15,056 14,544 14,704 14,704 14,557 14,004 13,094 12,112 11,203 10,363 9,586

Business-to-business magazines 5,576 5,130 3,950 3,713 3,565 3,440 3,234 3,040 2,857 2,571 2,263 1,991 1,752 1,577 1,419

Total magazines 25,688 23,633 18,568 18,769 18,621 17,984 17,938 17,744 17,414 16,575 15,356 14,103 12,956 11,940 11,005

Television

Network 18,020 18,020 16,578 17,407 17,059 17,571 17,220 17,392 16,522 16,770 16,770 16,686 16,352 15,862 15,386

National Cable 14,402 15,266 15,113 16,322 18,281 19,744 21,126 22,393 22,617 23,069 23,415 23,298 22,832 22,376 21,816

Spot 23,685 21,790 18,304 20,134 20,134 22,550 23,227 24,388 24,754 25,496 25,496 25,496 25,369 25,115 25,115

Syndication 2,616 2,773 2,634 2,661 2,554 2,682 2,776 2,831 2,831 2,803 2,775 2,734 2,679 2,625 2,573

Total television 58,723 57,849 52,630 56,525 58,029 62,547 64,348 67,004 66,725 68,139 68,457 68,214 67,233 65,978 64,890

Radio

Network radio 1,116 1,132 1,008 1,048 1,080 1,112 1,145 1,157 1,168 1,168 1,168 1,168 1,168 1,168 1,168

Local radio 20,095 18,086 15,463 15,000 15,300 15,606 15,918 16,236 16,398 16,398 16,398 16,398 16,398 16,398 16,398

Total radio 21,211 19,218 16,471 16,048 16,379 16,718 17,063 17,393 17,567 17,567 17,567 17,567 17,567 17,567 17,567

Cinema 529 608 638 670 690 725 761 799 839 881 925 972 1,020 1,071 1,114

Out-of-home

Billboards 3,009 2,979 2,592 2,644 2,723 2,805 2,903 2,990 3,109 3,234 3,363 3,464 3,568 3,604 3,640

Other out-of-home 4,031 4,152 4,107 4,259 4,557 4,784 5,024 5,275 5,486 5,705 5,934 6,112 6,264 6,390 6,485

Total out-of-home 7,040 7,131 6,698 6,902 7,279 7,589 7,926 8,265 8,595 8,939 9,297 9,576 9,832 9,993 10,125

Internet

Internet display 3,676 4,321 4,603 5,082 5,439 6,429 7,642 9,225 11,338 13,152 16,287 19,434 21,439 22,955 24,625

Desktop display - - - - 4,656 5,192 5,737 6,311 6,879 7,628 8,632 6,802 6,432 3,443 2,955

Mobile display - - - - 783 1,237 1,905 2,914 4,459 5,524 7,655 12,632 15,007 19,512 21,670

Internet video 1,319 1,854 2,206 2,735 3,134 4,043 5,216 6,765 8,524 10,058 12,894 16,532 20,368 24,402 29,126

Desktop video - - - - 3,028 3,703 4,557 5,686 6,581 7,041 7,091 4,960 6,111 6,833 7,864

Mobile video - - - - 107 340 659 1,079 1,943 3,017 5,802 11,573 14,258 17,570 21,262

Internet classified 2,719 3,127 3,221 3,221 3,237 3,399 3,535 3,641 3,750 3,863 4,322 4,837 5,137 5,304 5,503

Desktop classified - - - - 3,204 3,334 3,406 3,168 3,113 3,051 3,198 3,289 3,339 2,917 2,752

Mobile classified - - - - 33 65 129 473 638 811 1,124 1,548 1,798 2,387 2,752

Paid search 6,484 7,910 9,492 11,011 11,377 13,083 14,915 16,704 18,542 20,767 24,816 29,662 33,334 36,427 39,993

Desktop search - - - - 10,885 11,604 12,207 12,415 12,296 12,045 14,393 17,204 18,334 19,306 20,396

Mobile search - - - - 492 1,479 2,708 4,289 6,246 8,722 10,423 12,458 15,000 17,120 19,596

Internet radio - 550 633 708 786 873 969 1,066 1,194 1,361 1,715 2,161 2,551 2,922 3,326

Desktop radio - - - - 771 838 891 810 513 544 600 756 765 731 699

Mobile radio - - - - 16 35 78 256 680 816 1,115 1,405 1,786 2,192 2,628

Podcast 52 62 70 78 92 94 94 94 95 97 272 422 527 659 804

Desktop podcast - - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 8 11 13 16

Mobile podcast - - - - 90 92 92 92 93 95 267 413 516 646 788

Social media 293 1,560 2,256 3,009 3,942 5,401 7,291 9,843 12,993 17,541 23,819 31,059 36,825 42,456 48,323

Desktop social media - - - - 3,863 4,969 6,125 6,989 5,977 7,367 7,384 4,659 3,682 2,123 1,933

Mobile social media - - - - 79 432 1,167 2,855 7,016 10,174 16,435 26,400 33,142 40,333 46,390

Total internet 14,544 19,384 22,480 25,845 28,008 33,322 39,661 47,338 56,435 66,838 84,125 104,108 120,181 135,126 151,700

TOTAL MAJOR MEDIA 177,683 171,778 150,452 154,428 156,154 163,860 170,675 179,912 187,448 197,222 212,365 229,680 242,718 254,630 268,448

Direct mail

Addressed direct mail 40,875 42,715 40,835 41,652 42,902 43,502 42,197 43,336 43,553 43,074 41,063 41,966 40,917 41,940 41,101

Unaddressed direct mail 6,654 6,395 6,011 6,011 6,131 6,217 6,030 6,193 6,224 6,156 5,868 5,722 5,579 5,718 5,604

Total direct mail 47,530 49,109 46,846 47,663 49,033 49,719 48,228 49,530 49,777 49,230 46,931 47,688 46,495 47,658 46,705

Telemarketing 46,100 47,022 47,962 49,401 50,389 51,397 52,425 52,949 54,538 56,174 57,859 59,595 60,787 61,395 61,395

Sales promotion

Sales promotion (consumer) 45,811 46,085 43,827 44,266 45,461 47,234 48,651 49,867 51,114 52,647 54,226 55,853 57,250 58,108 58,980

Sales promotion (business) 32,340 30,303 24,000 21,336 20,461 20,829 21,662 22,637 23,543 24,602 25,709 26,866 27,941 28,639 29,241

Total sales promotion 78,151 76,388 67,827 65,601 65,922 68,063 70,313 72,504 74,656 77,249 79,936 82,719 85,190 86,748 88,221

Public relations 3,502 3,652 3,349 3,436 3,581 3,885 4,102 4,394 4,613 4,955 5,302 5,673 6,013 6,314 6,566

Event sponsorship 19,172 21,243 21,009 22,081 23,847 25,755 27,841 30,180 32,594 35,006 37,387 39,929 42,724 45,288 47,778

Directories 14,254 13,171 12,130 10,614 9,775 8,896 8,433 8,180 8,115 8,066 8,034 8,001 7,921 7,763 7,569

TOTAL MARKETING SERVICES 208,708 210,585 199,124 198,797 202,547 207,715 211,343 217,737 224,294 230,680 235,448 243,605 249,131 255,164 258,234

GRAND TOTAL 386,391 382,363 349,576 353,225 358,701 371,575 382,017 397,649 411,742 427,903 447,813 473,285 491,849 509,794 526,682


